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???A Short Essay on It???????????
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Craig McCullough?Classical Japanese Prose: An 
Anthology (????)?Burton Watson?Four Huts (????)?
Yasuhiko Moriguchi?David Jenkins?Hojoki, Visions 
of a Torn World (????)?Anthony H. Chambers?
An Account of a Ten-Foot-Square Hut (Hōjōki, ????)
??Meredith McKinney?Essays in Idleness and 
Hojoki (Penguin Classics) (????)????????
???????????????????????????
??A Translation of Hojio-ki with A Short Essay 
on It?, ???–????????
??Dixon, James. Main., ?Ch?mei and Wordsworth: 
A Literary Parallel?, ?A Description of My Hut?, 
Transaction of Asiatic Society of Japan???TASJ























































of idiomatic English phrases???English Lesson 
for Japanese Students????????????
??????
???Ed. George Ripley and Charles A. Dana, The 
American Cyclopaedia: A Popular Dictionary of 
General Knowledge, Vol ?, Revised ?nd Ed., D 










Ichizo, ?Destructive Earthquakes in Japan?, TASJ, 
Vol. ?. Part. ? (????), pp. ???–???Trousset, Jules, 
Nouveau dictionnaire encyclopédique universel illustré: 
répertoire des connaissances humaines, Vol. ?, pp. 
???, ????????
???Chamberlain, Bail Hall, Things Japanese—Being 
Notes Various Subjects Connected with Japan for the 
Use of Travellers and Others, Kelly and Walsh 






????????Of these the Hojoki is probably 
the one which the student will find most 
interesting. Like the Tsurezuregusa, it is the work 
of a Buddhist monk. The author describes the 
calamities of his times and expatiates on the 
superiority of life in a hermit’s cell to that which 
he has previously led amidst worldly vanities. It 







Eby, C.S. ?Meditations of a Recluse: A Translation 
of Tsuredzure Gusa?, The Chrysanthemum, Vol. ? 
(????), pp. ??–??????
????????????????When, therefore, 
we find a Japanese literary character of the ??th 
century retiring to the hills and seeking 
communion with the mountains, the streams, with 
animate and inanimate life, we at once think of 
contrasting him with our high-priest of nature. 
This is why I have linked together Ch?mei and the 
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bard of rydal Mount. Both were recluses; both 
were devout admirers of nature and receptive in 










recluse in European countries, till Rousseau took 
up his abode on the St. Peter’s isle in the Lake of 
Brienne, was always a religious devotee, a man of 
introspective habits who retired from the world to 
make up his account with his Maker.??????
???????–????????
????Minutes of Meetings (Meeting of February 
??th, ????)?, TASJ Vol. ?? (????), pp. vii–x????
???????????????????????The 
Eastern attitude towards nature is wholly different 
from ours, and the longer one resided there, the 
greater was one struck by the radical divergence. 
Nature to them was a kaleidoscope,?a series of 
change without rest. Chōmei had been criticized 
severely by late authors of Confucian schools as a 
mere aesthete, in whose teaching righteousness 
and benevolence were absent. His attitude 
towards nature was certainly a very contracted 
one??
???Knox, G.W., ?A Japanese Philosopher?, TASJ, Vol. 
XX, pp. ?–???.
???????Wordsworth’s feeling towards nature, 
and to man as a solitary, was wonderfully different 
from that of Chōmei.????????????viii?
????
???????Professor Tison has been struck by 
the indifferentism expressed in the paper. It 
reminded him of the English poet mentioned by 
Emerson whose teaching amounted to this?that 
nothing really mattered very much. There 
appeared also much that reminded him of 
Rousseau.????????????viii?????
???Auslin Michel R, ?Japan Society, Celebrating a 
Century, 1907–2007 (revised and updated from the 
original by Edwin O. Reischauer.)?, Japan Society 
Inc, ????, pp. ??–??.
???????????????? ???????? 
??????????????????????
???Emerson Ralph Waldo, ?First Visit to England? 
(????) in ?English Traits?, Cambridge, Mass.: 






? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ?Emerson Ralph Waldo, 
Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1820–1824, Vol. 




???????NOTE.?For the original draft of this 
translation, as well as for much valuable assistance 
in the explanation of details in the translation and 
in the introduction, I must acknowledge my great 
indebtedness to Mr. K. Natsume, a student of 
English Literature in the Imperial University??
????????????????????
???????Unless we recognise in her the presence 
of a spirit, as Wordsworth does, we cannot prefer 
her to men???????????????????
???????????????????
??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ???Wordsworth’s 
attitude towards society was infinitely more 
sympathetic and kindly?????No doubt he 
was out of touch with town life, and disliked the 
din and rush of the city, but he was not indifferent 
to the suffering and struggles of humanity and 









???????????????Again, in Chōmei’s 
attitude to ﬂowers and trees, we find an affinity to 
the ways of the modern aesthete, pleased with a 
hue and curve of the a bough and blossom. ?On 
my way home from the more of Amazu,? he 
remarks, ?I am frequently rewarded by finding a 
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choice bough of cherry or maple or a cluster of 
fruit, which I offer to Buddha or reserve for my 
own use??
??????????????????It is an 
inconsistency that a man who is so decidedly 
pessimistic in tendency should turn to inanimate 
nature as the only object of his sympathy.????
We cannot deny that sometimes inspired by her 
grandeur?which however is not the case with 
Ch?mei??????Unless we recognize in her 
the presence of a spirit, as Wordsworth does, we 
cannot prefer her to man, nay we cannot bring her 
to the same level as the latter, as our object of 
sympathy.??????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????There are few 
countries upon which nature has lavished so much 
beauty as Japan, and her inhabitants have not 




Reception of Hōjōki in Meiji Japan: 
With a Focus on Natsume Sōseki’s English Translation
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???????
Kamo no Chōmei’s Hōjōki (1212) has a long history of readership. Throughout the history of Japanese 
literature, it continuously invited attention, not only from readers in Japan, but also from abroad. It is well 
known that Natsume Sōseki translated Hōjōki into English while he was a student at the request of James 
Main Dixon, his English literature professor at Tokyo Imperial University. Dixon, building upon Sōseki’s 
translation, further authored an article comparing Kamo no Chōmei with English poet William Wordsworth, 
and also produced his own English translation. It is owing to the endeavours of these two that Hōjōki became 
available to readers in the West for the first time. Hence, in order to study the history of Hōjōki’s reception, 
especially its circulation in the West, the insights offered by Sōseki and Dixon are particularly crucial. With 
this in mind, the focus in this paper is to deepen our understanding of Hōjoki’s reception through a close 
analysis of relevant English language resources that mention this work. We have found, from our study of late 
nineteenth century resources, that Hōjōki had already appeared, albeit in fragments, in English-language 
literature before Sōseki’s translation. Dixon was perhaps the first Westerner to show a keen interest in 
Hōjōki, and his primary thematic interest was the issue of reclusion and solitude. Also, the contents of 
Dixon’s talk on Chōmei show that the Western audience appreciated Hojoki and its author from the 
perspectives of the Christian cultural ethos. This paper also discusses the intertextual affinity between 
Sōseki’s essay and Dixon’s article. It demonstrates how the latter built his arguments based on the former’s 
ideas.
Key words: Hōjōki, Natsume Sōseki, James Main Dixon, translation of Hōjōki
